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Organization and experience overview 
 

Generous is a start-up technology company that makes philanthropy more accessible and more 

rewarding for all. We partner with non-profits, corporations, media organizations, celebrities, and 

other influencers to reach the public with timely and compelling donation opportunities. 

Generous’ campaigns and partners have helped raise over $1M in 2020 alone, ranging from 

supporting relief efforts in the wake of Nashville’s March Tornado to helping communities respond 

to COVID-19.  

Our technology allows any individual, influencer, or corporation to donate to any accredited 

501(c)(3) non-profit organization. These entities can also sponsor matching donation campaigns, 

thereby creating a more exciting donation opportunity for individual donors while generating more 

recognition for the entity’s charitable gift. 

Lastly, Generous can create “bundled” fundraising pages, where one donation can be split 

between multiple non-profits. Fundraisers have used this tool to paint a narrative around their 

bundle – for example, “your donation will not only help feed the homeless, but also clothe them, 

get them medical care, and provide opportunities for them to develop skills and get a job.” These 

bundles have proven extremely popular with our donors. 

Overall, we believe in the power of non-profit organizations and fundraising initiatives that help 

communities rally together. We’re excited about working with an NFLPA extern to see if and how 

we can tailor a product to professional athletes. 

Project Overview 
 

Before building software, Generous finds it critical to learn about and speak with its intended end-

users. This helps to ensure that engineering efforts aren’t wasted, and that we’re solving critical 

problems our users want solutions for. 

Determining what those problems are, and how those solutions take shape, is both science and 

art. We need to interview and ask questions of the audience, but also not merely transcribe what 

they say. Creativity, “reading between the lines,” and understanding user psychology are all 

critically important in crafting solutions. It is our job to not necessarily build what people ask for, 

but rather understand their problems and craft a solution substantial enough to make a user 

adopt a new product/technology/solution. 
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The extern will be responsible for helping us uncover these insights as they pertain to 

professional athletes and their business/philanthropic management teams. We will learn how they 

currently view and conduct their philanthropic business, discuss what problems or obstacles they 

face, see how large those problems and obstacles are, and then brainstorm to explore solutions 

and how we can help these stakeholders and their philanthropic efforts. 

 

Job Description and Responsibilities 
 

The Generous extern will work closely with the Chief Product and Partnerships Officer, as well as 

the Director of Product Strategy and Design. The extern will be trained in and later conduct “user 

interviews” with professional athletes and their business managers, culminating in a written report 

with insights and recommendations based on these user interviews.  

It is expected that all of this work will be done remotely. 

We seek to answer several questions: 

• How important is philanthropic giving to professional athletes? Is it something that they’re 

“supposed” to do, or something they would be trying to do regardless of their professional 

status? 

• How do athletes juggle philanthropic giving with their professional responsibilities? 

• How important is it for athletes to establish their own foundations, versus making direct 

contributions to non-profits? 

• What barriers to greater philanthropic giving exist amongst professional athletes? 

• How “public” do athletes want to be with their philanthropic giving? 

• How can Generous support athlete philanthropic giving, whether at the individual level, 

team level, league level, or cause level? 

 

Schedule Overview 
 

We will have to work quickly to set this 3-week project up for success. A rough outline would look 

like this: 
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Day 1-3: 

• Become familiar with Generous’ technology, be trained on conducting user interviews, 

develop an interview guide, and begin scheduling interview meetings with 10-20 

professional athletes 

• Develop and refine Generous’ athlete segmentation hypothesis (below) as well as 

developing a list of hypotheses to test in interviews (e.g., Players will want to support 

organizations both from where they grew up as well as where their professional team is 

located) 

 

Day 4-10: 

• Conduct user interviews, noticing any patterns or insights to further explore in lines of 

inquiry 

• Re-craft the interview guide to incorporate new lines of questions 

 

Day 10-15: 

• Have follow-up interviews with those we spoke with before, and continue conducting new 

interviews with more athletes/business managers 

Day 15-21 

LARGER FOOTPRINT

MORE COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Team and Community Leaders

• Stars making national headlines 

with their community and charitable 

acts (e.g., Richard Sherman, Drew 

Brees, JJ Watt, Malcolm Jenkins, 

Tom Brady)

Career-Focused/Getting Started

• Early career stars who are just starting to 

establish as philanthropists (e.g., Derrick 

Henry, TJ Watt)

• Few players who have ”made it” are 

uninvolved in their communities

Unsung heroes

• Players who have made giving back a 

priority, often establishing their own 

foundations (e.g., Michael Thomas 

(HOU), Jamon Brown)

• Often “solid starters” with longer 

careers

Trying to stick

• Less established players who have 

neither the platform nor career earnings 

to focus on philanthropy (e.g., most 

rookies, backup linemen, etc.)
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Player community involvement segmentation
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• Consolidate learnings and insights and begin drafting a written report with player 

recommendations. Final report to be in word document form, with an accompanying 

PowerPoint Presentation to be presented to Generous’ full team 

 

Desired Skills and Qualifications 

• Ability to craft interview questions and adapt to what a participant is saying, rather than following 

a pre-determined “script.” Past experience in debate, pre-law, communications, journalism, and/or 

social sciences/psychological research, amongst other things, would be helpful 

• Critical thinking skills that help extern condense hours of user interviews into insights and 

recommendations for product and design teams to use and implement 

• Ability to communicate ideas clearly through writing, whether that be in a Word document or in a 

PowerPoint presentation 

• Strong passion and desire to learn more about philanthropy, technology, and software product 

development and design 

• Strong interpersonal and communication skills 

• Ability to perform self-directed work on tight timelines 

• Ability to schedule meetings with other professional athletes and/or their business/philanthropic 

management 

• Because this externship is likely to be virtual, the extern will need a strong Internet connection, 

laptop, and will preferably be based in the United States  
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